Unlock the
Value of Oracle.
Dell Technologies delivers IT solutions designed
to optimize your Oracle® experience.

Business apps and processes
are becoming more data driven.

No surprise — IT rethinks
deployment strategies
for Oracle.

And with this, the database platforms
they run on are advancing too.

Traditional business applications are critical
components of transformation initiatives.

84%
of organizations use at least one emerging technology —
AI, IoT, digital assistants, blockchain — to enhance finance
and supply chain operations.1

IT needs a strategy that embraces a cloud operating model with
optimal placement of Oracle mission-critical systems that can
operate in a multi‑cloud landscape.

The Dell Technologies approach
We focus on three key areas to help you optimize Oracle IT
investments and experience a truly data-driven business:

43%
of organizations feel that
the amount of resources
spent on ongoing
database management
is severely limiting their
competitiveness.2
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Consolidate
and simplify
siloed IT.

Scale
Oracle IT as you grow, with
predictability, flexibility and
control for new projects like
Oracle migrations, upgrades
and data innovation.

Dell Technologies APEX lets you blend
CapEx and OpEx models — so you can run
best-in-class compute, storage, networking
and data protection solutions for Oracle on
terms that work best for you.

Free up
valuable Oracle DBA
and IT resources from
time‑consuming, manually
intensive tasks.

By 2025,

40%

2

Establish
a sovereign IT foundation,
tailored for the performance,
availability, security and
service levels that Oracle
applications and data require.

of newly procured
premises-based compute
and storage will be
consumed as a service,
up from less than
10% in 2021.3

Run Oracle in the
interconnected
business ecosystem.

Where you deploy and run mission-critical
Oracle systems matters. If core business
apps and operations are disrupted,
the entire connected ecosystem
is affected.

Gain
full control over Oracle
applications and data
without sacrificing cloud
capabilities, convenience
and value. Connect to a
digital ecosystem of public
clouds, SaaS providers
and edge locations.

More than

25%
of data created in the
data global sphere will
be real‑time in nature
by 2025.4

3

Secure business and
developer productivity
with data.

Modernize
with compute, data storage
and protection services
for Oracle powered by
advanced analytics on
previously untapped data.

Enhance customer, partner and
employee engagement with intelligent,
data-driven applications.

Protect
Oracle applications and
data with a secure cyberresilient infrastructure that
protects against destructive
cyberattacks and offers a path
to ransomware recovery.

Accelerate
DevOps, leveraging Oracle
database containers with secure,
isolated development and test
environments in seconds.

The Dell Technologies advantage
Accelerate time to value for Oracle applications with
Dell Validated Designs for Oracle use cases.

Get started
today.

Visit Dell.com/Oracle
to learn more.

Read our 15-minute guide
for a deeper dive into the
Dell Technologies strategy
for Oracle.
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